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An examination of the Wald stopping bounds for the
Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) is made by compar-
ing results obtained from Monte Carlo simulations of
sequential sampling tests with results obtained using
Wald formulations. Operating Characteristic, ASN, and
V[N] values are presented for tests sampling from each of
eight Binomial, 1H Exponential, and 2 4 Normal distribu-
tions. An extensive bibliography of references associated
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The terms "approximate" and "exact" used in this thesis
are associated with the Wald derivation of the SPRT and
the author's Monte Carlo simulation model of a SPRT pro-
cedure, respectively. These terms are used only to dis-
tinguish between the two sources of results.
The computer programs were tested at the Naval
Postgraduate School's Computer Center in the period from
March 1969 to January 1970. All references in this thesis
to times and other computer items are related to this
IBM-360 computer.
I wish to express my sincere appreciation to Professor
Donald R. Barr 3 to the personnel at the library of the




In this thesis the accuracy of the Wald approximate
decision limits of the Sequential Probability Ratio Test
(SPRT) are investigated. The Wald approximate limits are
compared with "exact" emperical limits obtained by Monte
Carlo simulation. An extensive bibliography of references
associated with the SPRT is included.
II. HISTORY OF SPRT
In statistical theory the size of a sample may or may
not be fixed prior to observation of certain sample values.
If, in a test of hypotheses, the sample size is not fixed
in advance, the decision to terminate sampling may depend
upon the values of the previous samples. Such a test is
said to be sequential.
The first mention of sequential test procedures was
by H. F. Dodge and H. G. Romig who, in 1929 s constructed
a Double Sampling Plan. Prior to World War II, there are
not many entries in the literature concerning sequential
procedures. During World War II the Statistical Research
Group of Columbia University operated under a contract
with the Office of Scientific Research and Developement
and was directed by the Applied Mathematics Panel of the
national Defense Research Committee. Milton Friedman and
W. Allen Wallis, members of the research group, recognized
the great potentialities and far reaching consequences
that sequential analysis might have; consequently various
members of the group, and in particular A. Wald, worked out
what is known as the SPRT. In the early 19^0 's many of
these results were classified, however, the Restricted
classification was removed in 19^5-
Abraham Wald, in 19^3, worked out the basic principles
for the SPRT [Wald, 19^31. During the next two years Wald
continued working on the basic principles of the SPRT,
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including a general consideration of cumulative sums of
independent random variables which gives the Operating
Characteristic (OC) curve of any SPRT, and the character-
istic function of the number of observations required by
the test [Wald, 1944] .
During this same period of time, independent work on
sequential inferences was also conducted in England by
G. A. Barnard [Barnard, 1946] who derived general results
similar to those obtained by the Statistical Research
Group at Columbia.
Since the unfortunate death of A. Wald in 1950, there
have been many varied contributions to the literature of
sequential methods. These contributions tend to deal
primarily with specific families of distributions. Many
of the articles are listed in the bibliography.
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III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF THE SPRT
The Sequential Probability Ratio Test of a simple Null
Hypothesis against a simple Alternate Hypothesis differs
from fixed sample size hypothesis tests in that it is
conducted in stages, where a stage constitutes evaluation
of an observation. At each stage one of three alternatives
is chosen: (1) discontinue sampling, accept the null
hypothesis; (2) discontinue sampling, reject the null
hypothesis; (3) draw another observation. The procedure
continues until one of the alternatives (1) or (2) is
chosen. Under quite general assumptions, the probability
of eventual termination of the SPRT is equal to one.
A. DEFINITION OF SPRT
Let the distribution of the random variable, X
s
under
consideration be given by the density or mass function,
f(x; 6). Let H
q





be the Alternate Hypothesis that 6 = 6, > . Therefore
the density or mass function of X will be f(x; 6 ) when
II is true and f(x; 6-.) when H-, is true. Successive
independent observations on X will be denoted x.
,
i = 1,2, The SPRT is based on the likelihood ratio,
n f (x, ; 6 n )
n
n - J2 fnrf^T
1
A. Wald, Sequential Analysis, Wiley, N.Y., 19*17, p. 157-
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and two positive numbers A and B, A > 1 and B < 1. After
each observation on X, the procedure for choosing one of
the three alternatives is:
1) if II <_B, Discontinue Sampling, Accept H
2) if n >^A, Discontinue Sampling, Accept H,
3) if B<n <A, Draw another observation.
B. DERIVATION OF STOPPING BOUNDS
The two constants A and B are determined so that the
test will have (nearly) the prescribed probabilities,
a and 3, of making errors, where a is the probability of
making a Type I error (Rejecting H when it is true) and
3 is the probability of making a Type II error (Accepting
H when it is false). Exact values for A and B could, in
principle, be obtained from the following equations given










3 = P[n 1 <B] + P[n 2 <B, B<n x <A] +
In practice, approximations for A and B developed by
2Wald are usually used, where a and 3 are specified apoiri.
The Wald approximate stopping bounds are
a
B = ^J^ .
2
A. Wald, Sequential Analysis , op.cit., pp. 40-44.
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The boundaries used in the tests performed for this
thesis were formulated as two diagonal lines with proper
intercepts. These boundaries are called the acceptance
number, A
,
and the rejection number, R . These numbers
are obtained by setting the logarithm of II , the likeli-
hood ratio, equal to the logarithms of A and B. The
resulting test is the Wald SPRT with stopping bounds A
and B.
C. RANDOM WALK OF THE OBSERVATION RESULTS
At each observation the value of the test statistic
was tabulated. The stepwise values of the test statistics
can be graphed with the abscissa being the number, n, of
observations made and the ordinate being the value of the
test statistic. The boundaries, A and R , will limit the
steps of the random walk. The test terminates when either
boundary is reached or surpassed by a value of the test
statistic.
D. THE OC FUNCTION OF THE SPRT
The Operating Characteristic (OC) Function, L(6), is
defined as the probability that the sequential test will
lead to acceptance of H when 6 is the true value of the
o
parameter. Using the approximations on the stopping
3 A. Wald, "Sequential Tests of Statistical Hypothesis
Annals of Math. Stat.
,
Vol. 16, No. 2, 19^5, PP • 160-62.
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4bounds mentioned above, Wald showed that the OC function








where h(9) is a non-negative real number such that
f(x; 6-, ) h(6)
/ [ f / e\ ] f(x; 0)dx = 1 , (2)
_oo » o
or the equivalent summation in the case f is a mass function,
It is sometimes difficult in practice to obtain the
value for h(0) for each of various given values of 0, in
such cases a "reverse" process may be used: set h(6)
equal to a non-zero real number and compute a corresponding
value of 0. This technique was used in computing L(0) for
the Binomial and Exponential distributions in this thesis.
E. THE EXPECTED SAMPLE SIZE OF THE SPRT
As mentioned above, with probability one the SPRT
eventually terminates. Thus, using the approximate boun-
daries, A and B, and disregarding the "excess" of II over
these boundaries at termination,
P[Ln B = Z | 0] = L(0)
P[Ln A = Z | 0] = 1 - L(
4
A. Wald, Sequential Analysis, op.cit., pp. 48-52,
161-64.
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where Z = I Ln II. = Z Z., and where in turn N is the
1=1 1 1=1 1
sample size required for termination. Therefore, the
conditional expected value of Z, given 6, is approximately
E[Z
| 6] = [l-L(6)]LnA + L(6)Ln B .
5Utilizing Wald's Fundamental Identity, the conditional
expected value of Z, given 6, can be written
N
E[Z
| 6] = E[ Z Z. | 6] = [E]N E[Z. | 9]
1=1 X ±
The Expected Sample Size for the test is therefore given
approximately by





If E [ Z
.
| 9] = 0, one may approximate the Expected Sample
Size by
E[ N ] = E[Z2 1 6] .
E[Z.^| 9]
F. VARIANCE OF SAMPLE SIZE OF THE SPRT
.
It would appear that the Variance of the Sample Size
(N), could be approximated in certain cases using an
A. Wald, Sequential Analysis , op.cit., pp. 159-60.
A. Wald, "Differentiation under the Expectation Sign in
the Fundamental Identity of Sequential Analysis," Annals of
Math. Stat ., Vol. 17, No. 4, p. 472, December 1946.
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approach similar to that for E[N], During his literature
review the author encountered only three references to
such an approximation [Wald, 19^5a]
,
[Walker, 1950],
[Cox and Roseberry, 1966a].
Since
V[N] = E[N 2 ] - E 2 [N] (4)
an approximation for V[N] may be developed as follows:
2
E [N] can be approximated using Eq . (3). An approximate
2
value for the E[N ] may be derived from
? N p N N
E[Z^| 6] = E[( Z Z.) | 9] = E[ Z Z. + Z Z.Z.]
i=l X i=l 1 i=l X J
Utilizing Wald's Fundamental Identity, this may be written
E[Z 2
| 6] = E[N]E[Z 1
2
|






where, as before, Z. and Z. are independent and identically
-*- J
distributed. Expanding and collecting terms
E[Z 2













| 0] = E[N] V[Z
1 |
















| 6] = [l-L(6)]Ln
2
A + L(9)Ln 2 B
Using Eqs . (3) and (5) in (4), an approximate Variance
of the Sample Size is thus given by











Unfortunately, using Eq . (6) to calculate the approxi-
mate Variance of Sample Size leads to negative values in
many cases. This appears to be caused by the magnification
of the approximations used in Eq . (3) when they are entered
in Eq . (5). Whether this is in fact the true cause, the
approximation in general is not good. Consequently, no
numerical tabulations of the V[N]using Eq. (6) are included,




The author investigated the SPRT for three common
distributions: the Binomial, Normal, and Exponential.
Each distribution was investigated for various parameter
values. Each specific distribution was used in calcu-
lating the Wald "approximate" results and in generating
empirical "exact" results for the OC curve, Expected
Sample Size, and the Variance of Sample Size.
Explicit equations for the points on the Wald "approx-
imate" Operating Characteristic Curve, the "approximate"
Expected Sample Size Curve, and the "approximate" Variance
of Sample Size Curve are given for these distributions using
Eqs. (1), (3), and (6).
A, BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION
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V[Z.| 0] = 9(1-9) I^Ln e^n^T (8)
In order to obtain an approximate OC function, the




















. (9) with Eq . (1) points on the Wald approxi-
mate OC Curve were obtained.
By substituting Eq . (7) into Eq . (3) the Wald approxi-
mate Sample Size curve was determined. An attempt was
made to determine the approximate Variance of Sample Size,
utilizing Eqs
. (7) and (8) with the prior results of E[N],
in Eq. (6)
,
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. (10) into Eq. (3) points on the Wald
approximate Sample Size Curve were computed. Eqs. (10) and
(11) with E[N] computed above were used in Eq . (6) in an
attempt to determine the approximate Variance of N.
In order to determine points on the approximate OC
curve, the expression of Eq . (2) for the present case was
solved for h(6), resulting in
21
h(6) =
, + e - 2e
1 o
1 o


















)]Ln A + n [-^-^]
C. EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
If f(x; 6) = 6 e~ 6x ; x> , the log likelihood ratio
is
z. = Ln ^ - (er e o )x.
o
so that
e (e -e )







V[Z.| 6] = —1
2
° (13)
Substituting Eq . (12) into Eq . (3), points on the Wald
approximate Sample Size curve were obtained. Eqs. (12) and (13)
were used in Eq. (6) in an attempt to determine an approxi-
mate Variance of N.
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In order to determine values for an approximate OC





Utilizing Eqs. (1) and (1*1) points on the Wald approximate
OC Curve were obtained.
The acceptance and rejection numbers are respectively
given by













Computer programs, coded in FORTRAN IV, were written
which gives points on the Wald approximate OC Curves, and
the approximate Expected Sample Size curves. Programs
for the Binomial, Normal, and Exponential distributions,
each entitled "Approximate (Distribution)" are listed under
Computer Programs.
In order to evaluate the Wald approximations, companion
programs called "exact" programs were written. These
programs produce Monte Carlo simulation of the SPRT pro-
cedure for the distribution considered. Each program
determines "exact" points on the OC curve, Expected Sample
Size curve and Variance of Sample Size curve.
The simulation models sequential sampling from a
specific known distribution with parameter values being
inputs to the simulation. As each sample was observed, a
corresponding acceptance and rejection number was computed
and the test statistic was computed. These values were
compared and the appropriate alternative was selected.
A. DETERMINATION OF THE NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS
In order for the simulation estimates of the Operating
Characteristic points, L(6), (a Bernoulli parameter) to be
useful, it Is necessary to use a large number of replica-
tions (that is, simulate the performance of many tests) so
that with a high probability L(8) is "close" to the true
24
L(8). A Normal approximation to the binomial was used to
determine the number of replications that should be used
at each sample point. This was done as follows:
Let S
T
denote the number of successes in J independent
repeated Bernoulli trials with parameter p, and let
pj i sj
denote the average number of successes in J trials. For
large J, P
T
can be shown to be approximately Normal with
mean p and variance p(l-p)/J. Then Y = (Pj-p )/ [p( 1-p )/J]
'
is approximately Normal (0, 1). For any level of risk,
Y>0, and minimum acceptable probability bound, 6>0, we
seek J such that
P.















where y~ is such that P[Y<-y
g
] =
—j- , where Y is dis
tributed Normal (0, 1). At p = 1-p = 1/2, J > ^~
for y = .01 and 6
(2Y)'
95, Y r = 1.645 and the required
o
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value of J is approximately 6,765. Additionally:
p = .1, y = .01, 6 = .95 requires J = l48l;
p = .01, y = .01, 6 = .95 requires J = 163;
:
=
.1, y = -01, 6 = .95 requires J = 2095;
p = .3, Y = .01, 6 = .95 requires J = 4889
.
In view of these and similar determinations and since it
was desired to estimate L(0) values as large as .30 to
within reasonable accuracy, a selection of 5000 replica-
tions for each estimation of L(6) value was made. The
values obtained in the simulation should therefore, with
high probability, be accurate to at least 2, and usually
3, decimal places. A fourth decimal was carried in the
tables to exclude possible round off errors.
B. COMPUTER SIMULATION
For each distribution investigated two computer programs
were developed; an "approximate program" based on the Wald
approximations for the SPRT, and the "exact program"
involving a Monte Carlo simulation. The inputs necessary
for these programs are the number of distributions to be
inspected, the parameter values for the Null and Alternate
hypotheses (6 and 0-,), the "target" Type I and Type II
r'rror Probabilities (a and (3), parameters for the distribu-
: Lng sam] Led (0), arguments for the random number
.ator (URN, a special random number generator included
In tl Scientific Package at the Naval Postgraduate
• uml r of replications (in this thesis 5000)
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at each test point, (6), and the number of test points
from the "approximate program" being used in the "exact
program." These values, punched in one input card, and
the associated output from the "approximate program,"
which is run first, comprise the input data for the exact
program.
Simulation of observations from Binomial, Normal, and
Exponential distributions were by standard methods. Back-
ground information may be obtained in [Naylor, 1967] and
[McMillan and Gonzalez, 1968]
.
In order to obtain the values tabulated in this thesis
the procedure was to first run an "approximate program."
These programs produce a fixed number of test points. In
the Approximate Binomial program the number of test points
(now 85) is controlled by the last "IF" statement in the
program, varying the value 4 X changes the number of test
points. Control of the number of test points (80) in the
Approximate Normal program is by changing the numerical
multipliers in the first "XM2" and "XM" steps. Control
of the number of test points (50) in the Approximate Expo-
nential program is by changing the limit on the "DO 7"
statement. The presentation of the Approximate Program
output (Approximate OC Value, 8, Approximate Expected
Sample Size) is a listing and a separate punched card for
each test point, 0. Prior to running the "exact program,"
the number of test points was reduced to 15 to 20 so as to
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reduce the execution time. The Exact Program output (see
tables) is a listing and a set of punched cards.
"Exact" OC values of various SPRT's were estimated by
the relative frequency of the number of replications ter-
minating with acceptance of H , at each of several values° ^ o
of e.
"Exact" expected sample sizes at each test point, 6,
were estimated by tallying, each time the test was performed,
the observed sample requirement. The average sample size
being computed at the end of the 5000 replications. These
averages were taken to be the exact values of E[N].
The "exact" variance of sample size at each test point,




^TT t Z m i
2
- nE
2 [N] ] ,n i 1=1 i
where n = 5000 replications and m. denotes the number of
observations required in the ith simulated test.
C. COMPUTER STATISTICS.
The IBM-360 at the Naval Postgraduate School was
utilized in computing the values presented. The maximum
core space needed for any one of the programs was less
than 58K bytes. The necessary time to complete an
"approximate" case was less than 5 seconds. The "exact"
programs were run under the H compiler of the IBM-360. In
certain cases this allowed an execution time savings of
Q0% with respect to running under the G compiler. The
running time per case for the programs averaged 11 minutes
as presented, with a maximum of about 15 minutes.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS
A comparison of the Wald "approximate" results with
the "exact" results described above confirmed the known
fact that, in all cases, the results obtained using the
Wald approximations for the SPRT are conservative in that
a given test plan's error probabilities are greater than
the exact values. In the Binomial cases as much as a
22% difference in the target a level and the exact a
level was noted; for the Exponential distribution in one
case (H Q = 1.0, H 1 = 5.0, a = .03, 6 = .05) a 50$
difference was noted, with the differences generally
averaging about 25 to 30$. For the Normal distribution
the percentage difference in the target a level and the
exact a level appears to increase with le - 9 I.
' o 1
'
A comparison of the approximate and exact expected
sample sizes is facilitated by the tabilized values. In
all cases the results following indicate that at each test
point the "exact" expected sample size is larger than the
Wald approximation.
The exact variances of sample size found here support
the conjecture of [Cox and Roseberry, 1966a], namely,
that V[N] is approximately the square of E[N]. Unfor-
tunately, as noted earlier a natural approximation for
V[N] turned out to yield especially poor approximations.
However, the exact variance of N does appear to increase
roughly as the square of E[N], in the cases considered here
30
Tn all, forty-six cases were examined. The final
results of all cases are tabulated below.
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COMPUTFR PROGRAM — APPROXIMATE BINOMIAL
C INPUT VARIABLES ARE:
C
C 1. ICAST - * OF CASES TO SIMULATE
r 2, THETAO - NULL HYPOTHESIS (H) VARIABLE
C 3. THETA1 - ALTERNATF HYPOTHFSIS (A) VARIABLE
C 4. ALFA - TYPE I ERROR
C 5. BETA - TYPE II ERROR
C
IMPLICIT REAL (A-H, N-Z)
READ(5, !) ICASE
1 EORMAT(IIO)
DO 7 K - 1, ICASE
READ<5, 2)THETA0 f THETA1, ALFA, BETA
2 FORMAT(4F10.0)
C
C COMPUTE APPROXIMATE A £ B
A = U-BETA)/ALFA
B = BETA/I 1-ALFA)
C
WRITE(6, 3 )THETA0,THETA1, ALFA, BETA, A,B
3 FORMAT! 1H1 ,9X,*TEST: NULL HYPOTHESIS: THETA = *,F7.3,/
*/10X,*TEST: ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS: THETA = *,F7,3,//
*1CX,*TYPE I ERP nR = *,*: 5.3,* PROB(REJECT NULL HYP*
*,'. GIVEN NULL HYP, TRUE)' ,//10X,»TYPE II PRROP = •,
*F5.3,« PROB(ACCEPT NULL HYP » GIVEN ALT. HYP. TRUE)*
*t//10X, 'ACCEPTANCE BOUNDRY , A = *,F9,4, //10X,
^•REJECTION BOUNDRY, B = •, FQ, 5, //1QX, • AVERAGE SAMPLE*
*,* NUMBER:* ,T39,*THETA: *,T51, 'OP-RATING CHAR ACTER I ST I
•
*, *C VALUE:* ,//TlS, 'ORDINATE* ,T 38 , • ABSC I S SA • , T63,
•DRDINATE* ,//)
C
AA = ALOG< 10000* (1-BFTAM - ALOG( 1 OOOO^ALF A)






Gl = ALOG( 10000*THETA1) - ALOG ( 10000*THETAO)


















NBST1 = ( (
(
1-BETA)*AA) - ( BETA*BB) )/ << THETA1*<G1+G2 11-
*G2)
WRITf: (6, ^INBSTlfTHETAlt BETA
WRITE(7, 51NBSTl,THETAl f BETA
NBS1 = AA/G!
WRITFI6 , 4)MBS! , E,
P
WRITF(7, 5)NBSl f E f D
0! = FXP(. 1 ' (G1+G2 ) )
02 = FXPfS * .1 * (GH-G2))






R I = 0?









= ( P ? - 1 ) / ( P 1 1 I
( R4-R3) /( R4-1
)
y ( (Hl+H? ) "
W^ITM 6 , 4 )NBSPP»»-'»"< iwtf UbUB^v
5)NBSPP,PPRIM(= t 0SHPPP
/ n n n T u r v n l » / n ->
( '0SUBPP )-H?)/(S-PPPIMF)
PPRIMP, OS PP
= (PPRIMF * Rl)/P?
nSUBDP = 0SDBPP/ D ^
" *-HSUBDP) ) I /( PDPRI^-S)
T ka nf unnnNRSPOPWRITF(f. t
W n ITF( 7
1 = 1 +
= ( (H?-( ( Hl+H?)


















COMPUTFR PROGRAM — APPROXIMATE NORMAL
# OF CASES TO SIMULATE
NULL HYPOTHESIS (H) VARIABLE
ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS (A) VARIABLE
TYPE I ERROR
TYPE II ERROR
STANDARD DEVIATION OF SAMPLE DIST'N,
IMPLICIT REAL (A-H, N-Z)
RFAD(5, 1) ICASE
1 FORYAT( 110)
DO 8 K = 1
,
ICASE
RFAP(5, 2)THETAC, THETA1, ALFA, BETA, STOX
2 FORMAT( 5F1CC)
C
C COMPUTE APPROXIMATE A f. B
C
A = (1-BETA)/ALFA
B = BETA/( 1-ALFA)
C
WRITE(6, 3)THETA0, THETA1, ALFA, BETA, STDX, A, B
3 FORMAT* 1H1 ,<=X, 'TEST: NULL HYPOTHESIS: TH^TA = »,F7.3,/
*/10X,'TEST: ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS: THETA = »,F7,3,//
*1PX, , TYPF I ERROR - ',F5,3,' PROB(REJECT NULL HY*>«
*,'. GIVEN NULL HYP. TRUE)* ,//lCX,'TYPE II ERROR = '.
*F5,3,' PPOB(ACCEPT NULL HYP, GIVEN ALT, HYP, TRUE)*
*,//10X, 'STANDARD DEVIATION = ', F5 ,
1
*, //1CX, 'ACCEPTANCF BOUNDRY, A = »,F9>4, //10X,
'•REJECTION BOUNDRY, B = ', F9, 5 ,// 10 X, • AVERAGE SAMPLE*
*t« NUMBER: ' ,T39, 'THETA: • ,T51 , 'OPERATING CHAR ACTER 1ST I •
*t «C VALUF: • ,//Tl 8, 'ORDINATE* ,T38,« ABSCISSA' ,T63,
-•ORDINATE' ,//)
C
AA = ALOG( 10C00*(!-BETA) ) - ALOG ( 1 0000^ AI.P A )
BB = ALOG( ICGOO-M 1-ALFA ) ) - ALOG( 1 0000 J<BE TA )
C
XM2 = THETA1 (4 * THETA1)
XM = THETAO - <«5 * THETA1 )
C
4 XM = XM (.025 * THETA1)
XH1 = BB * (STDX*^?)/(THETA1 - THETAO)
XH2 = AA * (STDX**2)/(THETA1 - THETAO)
S = (THETAO + THETAD/2.0
IP(ABS(XM-S) LE. OOODGO TO 7
XK = (2 * ( S - XM) )/( STDX ** 2
)
Tl = XH1 * XK
T? = ( XH1 XH2) * XK
OSTC = (EXP(Tl) - 1)/(EXP(T2) - 1)
ost =i,o- hstc
NBST = (0STCMXH1 + XH2) - XH1)/(XM - S)
WRITF(6,5) NBST, XM, OST
5 F0RMAT(T16,F9,4 t T37,F9,6,T6?,F9,6)
WRITF(7,6) MRST,XM t DST
6 F RM AT ( F 1 , 4 , F 1 ^ *, F 1 , 6
)
IF(XM,LE,XM2 >G0 T^ 4
GO TO Q
7 r>SSC = XH1/(XH1+XH2 )
OSS = ! ,0 - HSSC
MRSS = ( XH1 XH?) /(STDX ** 2)
WPITF(^, 5 )NBSS, XM,OSS






COMPUTE!* PPnc,n,v Aopq-ixjMATE EXP(1N C NTIAL
rypoMCMTTAL I S TP I RUT I ON:
[PUT VAPIAPLFS ^9^:
F(X, T ) = p; X P ( - T - x )
1 . I C A S ^ -




# OF CASFS TO SmjLAT r
NULL HYPOTHESIS (H) VAPIABI* (TO)
ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS (A) VARIABLE (Tl)
TYP n I ERROR
TYP<= II ERROR
IMPL TCI T REAL ( A-H • I
p c AD(5, I ) I^ASF
1 FQpMAT (1 10)
DO 7 K = 1 , ICASF
P~AD(5, ?) THE TAG, TH-
? FORMAT (4F10-0)
COMPUTE APPROXIMATE A F. R
TAlt ALFA, BETA
A = ( i-BFTAJ /ALFA
R = BET A/( 1 -AL C A)
WPI
FOR


















MAT ( 1H1 ,9X, «T c S TH-TA = »,F7a3,.
X,«TEST: ALTEPNAT^ HYPOTHESIS: THETA = »,F7.3,//
,'Tvpp I EPROR = * ^S,3j* P°^B(RFJPCT NULL HYP*
GIVEN MULL HYP. TRUE) 1 , //10X,'TYPE II frrhp = •,
3f« P(<OR (ACCEPT NULL HYP- GIVEN ALT* HYP, TRIJF) 1
10X, •ACCEPTANCE BOUNORY, A = «,F9.4 t //10X,
J rCTI0N BOUNORY, B = • , FO , 5 , // 10 X, • A VER AG C SAMPLE'
NUMBER: • ,T3^,
•
THETA: • ,T51 ,• OPERATING CHA«ACT C RIST I
'
















































































J r )/AL OG( Tl/TO)
(A ** L) - 1 )/(A ** L - B *




(Tl/TO) - (Tl - TO)/T
> >LE. ,0001 ) GO TO 6
ETA*ALOG(R) ) + <! -LTHETA) ALOG( A) )/EZI
EN, THETA, L THFT
A
,FQ. 4,T37,F9,6,T6?,F9 3 6)
EN, THETA, LTHETA
, 4 , F 1 G 6 , f l • 6 )
( A*^(-L) )-l )/( (A**(-L)>-(R*M-L) ))
(Tl - T0U/( UT1/T0)**(-L) )-l )
(Tl/TO) - (Tl - T0)/T
) LE.,0001) GO TO 6















CHMPUTFP PRHHRAM — EXACT RINOMIAL
C INPUT VARIABLES ARF:
C
C 1. ICASfr - # OF CASES TO SIMULATE
C ?» THETAO - NULL HYPOTHFSIS (H) VARIABLE
f ?„ THETA! - ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS (A) VARIABLE
C 4. ALFA - TYPE I FRROR
C 5, B rTA - TYPE II ERROR
C *. KI - # OF REPLICATIONS
C 7. IARG - ARGUEMENT FOR URN RANDUM NUMBER GEN,
C 8, II NUMBER OF APPROXIMATION ENTRIES
C
IMPL KIT REAL (A-H, N-Z)
RPADI5, 1) ICASE
1 F>)PMAT( 110)
DO 1^ K = 1, ICASE
RPAD(5, 2)TH r TA0, THETA1, ALFA, BETA, KI, IARG, II
? FHRMATf 4F10.C»M!0)
C
C CnwpuTE APPR0XIMAT C A £ B
C
A = ( 1-BETA)/ALFA
B = BETA/ (1-ALFA)
C
WRITEIf, 3)THETA% THETA1, ALFA, 8FTA, A, B, KI
3 FnPMAT(lHl,9X,«TrST: NULL HYPOTHESIS: THETA = *,F7,3,/
*/10X,»TEST: ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS: THETA = %n.3,//




, GIVEN NULL HYP- TRUE)' , / / 1 X, • TYPE II ERROP = ',
*F5,3,» PPPB(ACCEPT NULL HYP, GIVEN ALT, HYP, TPU C )*
*-, //IPX, 'ACCEPTANCE BOUNDRY, A = ',F0„4, //10X,
A,r>EJ cCTION BOUNDRY, B = • , FQ , 5 , // 10X , « TOT AL * OBS AT*
*,• EACH TEST POINT = • , I 5, //?X , • THF TA * , TU , ' OP c R ATI NG«
*,' CHARACTERISTIC V ALU E ', T^6 ,' EXPECTED SAMPLE SIZE*,
*T7C f 'VARIANCE S S' , /Tl 2 , • APPROX , • ,T22 , ' FX ACT • , T?0
,
*• QIFFEPENCE' ,T42,'APPROX,',T I; 2,'EXACT',T60,
"DIFFERENCE' ,T7^ f » EXACT* ,//)
DO 13 «M= 1 , II











C COMPIJTF RINOMIAL RANOHM VA»IATE
c
5 M = 1
DP 7 I = 1 , M
R = URM( IARG)
IF(R - THETA)6,6,7
6 X = X + 1
7 CONTINUE
C
C fTMPllTc NOT PEJECT VALUE FOR BINOMIAL ASSUMPTION ( ANB I
C
NUM = ALnr,(R) + L "ALOG( ( 1-THETAr ) /( i -THCTAl) )
D.'N = AL0G(THETAVTHFTAO| -ALOG ( ( 1-THF T A 11 / ( 1 -THF T A H ) )
A>'B = NUM/OEN
C
C f.PMPUTP REJECTION VALUF FOR BINOMIAL ASSUMPTION (RNB)
C





( X .L F. AN«)f.n TO o
TF( X„OP.PNB )G0 TO a
L = L + 1
GO TP 5
n = o + i
,
XI = XL + L
XL SO = L ** 2
SXLSQ = SXLSQ XL SO
CTNT INUF
TALFA = 1 - n/KI
XM = XL/KI
X NX P. SO = K I
VN = ( SXl SO
DiT = T A| F A





WfiITF.{ £ , 1MTHFTA, ALT, TALFA, DAT, AEN,
FORMAT (2X,F6 A,T1?,F7.^,T?!,F6 .4,T32 f F6,4,
,F7.A,T61,F7, 4 ,T73 , F7, 2 , /
J
WRITF(7, 12 )THETA, ALT, T4LFA, OAT, AFN, XN









frMPUTK PROGRAM — EXACT NORMAL
C INPUT
C
C 1, ICASE - * of CAS^S TC SIMULATF
C ?. THETA^ - NULL HYPOTHESIS (H) VARIABLE
C 3. THETA1 - ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS (A) VARIABLE
C 4. ALFA - TYPE I PRROR
C 5, BETA - TYP C II ERROR
C fe. STnx - STANDARD DEVIATION OF SAMPLE DIST'N.
C 7. KI - # OF REPLICATIONS
C B. IARG - APGUEMENT FOR URN RANDOM NUMBER GEN.
C Q . I I NUMBEP OF APPROXIMATION ENTRIES
C
IMPLICIT REAL (A-H, N-Z)
PEAD(5, 1) ICASE
1 FORMAT(IIO)
DO 13 K=l, ICASE
READ(5,2) THFTAOtTHFTAl , ALFA, BETA, STDX, KI, IARG, II
? FHPMAT( 5F10,C,3I 10)
C






3 FHRMAT( 1H1 ,QX,'TEST: NULL HYPOTHESIS: THETA = «,F7.3,/
"/10X, 'TEST: ALT<=RNATF HYPOTHESIS: THETA = ',F7,3,//
*1CX,»TYPF I ERROR = ',FS,3,» PROB(REJECT NULL HYP 1
*,», GIVEN NULL HYP. TRUE)' ,//10X,'TYPE II ERROR = ',
*F5.3 f * PPPBUCCEPT NULL HYP. GIVEN ALT. HYP. TRUE)'
* ,//10X, 'STANDARD DEVIATION = ', F5
.
I
*t //l^X, 'ACCEPTANCE BOUNDRY, A = »,F9,4, //10X,
t'REJ-CTIQN BOUNDRY, B = • , F9. 5 , // 10X , • TOTAL « OBS AT*
*,• EACH TEST POINT = • , I 5 , / / 3X , • TH^T A • , T 1 1 , • OP FR AT I NG
•
",« CHARACTERISTIC VALUE • ,T46, • EXPECTED SAMPLE SIZ«=«,
*T70, 'VARIANCE S S • , /T 1 2, • A PPRO X , • , T22 ,
'
EXACT • , T30
,
*• 01 FFF PENCE' ,T<*2, • APPPnx, ' ,T52, • FXACT' , T60,




DO 12 M=1 , II







DP 9 J = l ,KI
L=l
sumx=o ,c
5 SU M = 0,0
r






h SUM = SUM R
X = STPX * (SUM - 6.01 + THETA
SMMX = SUMX + X
c
C CnypuT'" NOT R^J^CT VALU C FOP Normal ASSUM°TIPN - MFAN
C
ANNM = ((STDX* 2 )/ (THPTA1-TH = TA0 ) ) * AL n G(R)
* I M TH^TAO THFTA] ) n
r
C COMPUTE PFJFCTION VALUF FOR NORMAL ASSUMPTION - MPAN
C








n = n + 1 .
XL = XL + L
XLSO = L * ' 2
SXLSQ = SXl Sg
CCNTINUE





OAXM = XN -










WR IT r (^ , }r\ )THFTA, ALT, TALFA, HAT, A^N, XN , OAXN, VN
FQRMAT(2X f F6, A,T12,F7*4 f T?l ,F6.4 fT32,F6,4»T^2f P7.4,T!
, F 7 . 4 , T 6 1 , F 7 A , T 7 ^ , F 7 . ? , / )
WRITPC, 11 )THFTA, ALT, TALFA, DAT, AF\», XN, OAXN, VN
FORMAT (
8






compute* PROGRAM — C XACT EXPONENTIAL












M OF CASFS TO SIMULATE
NULL HYPOTHFSIS (H) VARIABLE (TO)




ARGUE MENT FOR URN RANOUM NUMB C R GEN.
NUMBER OF APPROXIMATION r NTRIES
IMPLICIT REAL (A-H, N-Z)
P tr AO(5, 1) ICASF
] FORMAT (110)
no 12 K = 1 , ICAS C
R C AP(5, 2)THETA0, THFTA1, ALFA, BETA, KI * IARG, IT
? FORMAT (4-F10 ,0,3110)
COMPUTE APPROXIMATE A 6 B
A = (1-BETAJ/ALFA
B = BETA/( 1-ALFA)
WRITEI6, 3)THETA<% THETA1, ALFA, BETA, A, B, KI
3 FOPMAT( 1H1,CX, «T C ST: NULL HYPOTHESIS: TH^TA = »,E7,3,/
*/mx,«TEST: ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS: THETA = »,F7,3,//
*10X,»TYPE I ERROR = »,F5,3,« PROB(R c JFCT NULL HYP*
A
,«, GIVEN NULL HYP, TRUE) 1 , //10X, • TYPE II ERROP = «,
>F*,3,» PPOB(ACCEPT NULL HYP, GIVEN ALT, HYP, TRUE)'
* ,//10X, 'ACCEPTANCE BOUNDRY, A = SP9.4, //nx,
•REJECTION BOUNORY, B = , F9, 5 , // 10X, ' TOTAL *i OBS AT*
* , • EACH TEST POINT = • , I 5 , //3X , «TH C T A • , T 1 1 , • OPER AT I NG»
*,« CHARACTERISTIC VALU P • , T4-6 , • EX PE CTEO SAMPL C SIZE*,
*T70, "VARIANCE S S • , /T 1 2 ,
•
A^PROX . • , T22 , E XACT • , T30
,
'•DIFFERENCE 1 ,T42 , • AP.PROX, • ,T52," EXACT* ,T60,
* 'DIFFERENCE' , T 7^, • r XAC T
• t / /
)
on ii m = :, ii










COMPUTE FXPONPNJTiAL RANDOM VARIATE
* R = UR N ( I A » G I
X = (-1 ,0/TH c TA)
SUMX = SUMX 4- X
ALOG(R)
C C nM PUTF MOT REJECT VALUE FOR EXPONENTIAL ASSUMPTION (AN C )
C
MljMF =
-ALOG(P) L' ALHG(THETA'. /THETAO )
OENF = THFTA1 - THFTAO
AMP = NUMF/P^N^
c
C CTMPUTE RFJFCTION VALUE FOR EXPONENTIAL ASSUMPTION (RN C )
C
MJMRE =
-ALOG(A) L^AL n G( THPTA1 /THFTA^ )
PNE = NUMRE/DENE
86
IF(SllWX r,E ANF )G0 TH 7
IF ( SUMX. LE,"NF )GH TO 6
L = L + 1
G n TO ^
ft n = n + 1 >
7 XL = XL + L
XLSO = L ** ?.
SXLSO = SXLSO + XI SO
o CHNT INHF
TALFA = 1 - O/KI
X\' = XL/KI
XN'XPSO = K I : XN * XM
V N! = (SXLSO - XNJXPSOJ/OM = Ta LFA - AL T
PAXN = XN - AEM
1
)
WPIT<=(f f 9)THFTA f ALT, TAIFA, OAT, AFN, XM, OAXN, VM
nRv«AT(2X,Fc,4,T12,F7.4,T?l,F6,4,T3?,F6,4,T4?,F7.^,T^l
T
C 7 ,4,Tftl ,F7 4,T"^ ,P7
WRITE( 7,10 ) THFTA, ALT
F^RMAT(RF1P .4)
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